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Dear Reader,

This issue is the second in a series that is aimed at pre-

and Environment, Urban Development, Information and 
Communication, Transport, Materials, Processes and Tech-
nologies and Safety and Security. Prioritising research areas 
and linking them to national and global challenges allows 
to better focus research and demonstrate it to the public in 
a more comprehensive way. Moreover, it promotes a multi-
disciplinary approach and facilitates knowledge exchange 
between more than 40 research units of RTU. 

This time we present our best research dedicated to cit-
ies and their development. We believe it comes at the right 
time since, this year, the largest city in the Baltic states, 

half of the Latvian population lives in the capital. To man-
age such a large community is a challenge from socio-
logical, economic, cultural, aesthetic and technical point of 
view. I hope that this journal will give you an insight into 

challenges.

Enjoy reading,

RTU Vice-Rector for Research
Professor Tālis Juhna

CITIES AND DEVELOPMENT

-
logical development; hence the questions of urban devel-
opment have global relevance and interest researchers in 
the entire world. The biggest part of the world’s resources 
is used by the cities, where the largest part of the planet’s 
population lives. Cities are cultural and innovative cent-
ers – a driving force behind economic development – and 
people are attracted to live, learn and work there. At the 
very same time, a high concentration of people presents 
serious challenges to urban development specialists. En-
vironmental protection and heritage conservation, provi-
sion of housing, mobility and infrastructure, employment 
and social challenges are only a few of the wide range of 
questions that illustrate the complex and multi-sectoral 
character of urban development.

Even the most excellent separate measures taken to im-
prove the urban environment cannot enhance the qual-

between themselves. Therefore, bringing together the 
research performed by the scholars of the Riga Techni-

urban problems, RTU scholars focus on several areas: cul-
tural heritage conservation, the development of the quality 

heat and power systems, implementation of technological 
innovation in planning and prognostics and evaluation of 
socio-economic factors in urban planning.

The sustainable urban development capable of provid-
-

plines and research areas. It is based on an inclusive and 
comprehensive vision, appropriate integrated planning 
and transparent governance.

Faculty of Architecture and Planning
Vice Dean for Research
Dr.arch., prof. Sandra Treija
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Abstract

When disciplines of various fields of science converge and develop, new 
approaches to contemporary architecture arise. The authors analyze digital 
architecture from parametric viewpoint, revealing its generative capacity, 
which originated in aeronautical, naval, automobile and product design 
industries. The authors consider their design cycle workflow in detail, testing 
the latest methodologies in architectural design. The design process included 
the following steps: extrapolation of valuable statistical data about the site 
into three-dimensional diagrams, defining certain materiality of what is 
being produced, ways of presenting the structural skin and the structure 
simultaneously, contacting the object with the ground, definition of the 
interior program of the building with floors and possible spaces, logic of 
fabrication, CNC milling of the prototype. The tool developed by the authors 
that is reviewed in this research features enormous performative capacity and 
is applicable to various architectural design scales. Aesthetic quality can be 
discussed widely to an extent, whether new intervention scenarios open up 
the need for the architects to adopt a new role – to become a hybrid architect 
specializing in more domains than we used to do in the field of architecture 
just a decade ago.

Keywords: Parametric architecture, associativity, bottom-up design, 
statistics, GIS, multifunctionality

Today all disciplines of various fields of science are converging and 
developing. Nowadays, it can be maintained that architecture can be linked 
to almost any field, no matter whether it is science or fiction. It means that a 
contemporary architect must keep up with any advances in all possible fields 
of science and technology. The authors would like to underline that without 
experimenting with the latest tools we may run into self-repetition and lose our 
innovativeness. Taking into consideration the findings of Peter Eisenmann, 
today we approach a project explaining its processes. He is interested in the 
process itself, its purity, the capacity of this formal language to prove things 
generating meaning. The final result is really not important. Nowadays, using 
contemporary approaches, the essence of architecture remains the same as 
before, the difference is that a new generation of advanced architects uses 
3D modeling software instead of cardboard. Now architects have the power 
of software and NURBS (non-uniform rational b-splines) at their disposal. 
The formal system depends on how many rules should be observed. The logic 
behind generative form remains the same, based on the works and ideas of 
Chomsky [1] and computers, tracing the ideas back to Palladio. 

PARAMETRIC APPROACH IN DESIGNING LARGE 
SCALE URBAN ARCHITECTURAL OBJECTS

Faculty of Architecture
and Urban Planning

Department of Architecture 
and Urban Development

Dr.arch., lecturer
Arne Riekstiņš

Dr.arch., prof.
Jānis Briņķis
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and topological, with significant repercussions on the 
design, production, behavior and effect of material 
form2.

Design Cycle Workflow

In the work process, the authors experimented with 
the parametric approach to design by choosing the 
strategy rather than the form to design a large scale 
urban architectural object – a multifunctional center. 
The design project can be best described with three 
words: Form Finds Function. The appropriate form 
was found using diagrams and a definite strategy. Such 
work methodology in the contemporary architecture 
is also called bottom-up design, whereas standard 
architectural design with an exact object volume 
definition, defining the need for spatial configuration 
already in the design task, is known as top-down 
design. It was expected that this project would 
include both synthetically critical and analytical 
investigations in the field of genetic workflow, 
emergent systems, new technologies and in the use of 
maximum computational power. The design task was 
to develop a complex space with varying architectural 
program ensuring its multifunctionality and to 
discover new design strategies. Once this project was 
finished, it resembled a cycle, which could be re-run. 
That is because a clear workflow allowed numerous 
considerable variations at every step. 

Cities are complex systems. The flow of vehicles and 
people within a city represents the emergent behavior 
of such a system, determined by the large numbers of 
decisions made by individuals, and their interaction 
with each other and with the transport infrastructure 
of the city. Complex systems are, by definition, 
nonlinear and sensitive to initial conditions, so 
even small changes in such conditions may induce 
turbulent behavior on the global scale3. The first step 
involved observation of the processes going on in the 
Lesseps Square, the location of the project, which is 
probably one of the most complicated urban junctions 
in the city of Barcelona, Spain. There are lots of traffic 
flows and people rushing from one point to another. 

The second step involved data collection and raster 
mapping according to GIS (Geographic Information 
Systems) principles. Different kinds of data from 
various information sources were analyzed to find 
the data that could be used in further investigations. 
The information about the traffic and flow of people 
was chosen for further processing. Using the 
principles of GIS, vectorial data from the area of 34.4 
hectares (630x545 meters) were raster mapped to 
an Excel spreadsheet, choosing data matrix size of 
45x39 cells, that is 1,755 different cell units in each 
of the spreadsheets (see Figure 1). The size of the 
reduced raster cell within this GIS system was 14x14 
meters. Any relevant linear information data were 
interpolated between these cells. To simplify further 
work, all various data types regarding the number of 
cars passing the Lesseps, pollution in grams of CO2 
per km2, noise in decibels, number of people, speed in 

Approaching Digital Architecture from 
Parametric Viewpoint

The parametrically associative software is probably 
one of the best ways to express complex relations, 
resulting in harmonic proportional systems. Such 
software is used in airplane design (for example, 
Boeing, Airbus, French Mirage Jet, etc.) and advanced 
engineering, where many simultaneous changes in 
design can be fixed by setting up relations beforehand. 
In fact, a whole set of rules is built up into a system 
that can be expanded practically to infinity, and the 
only limitations are those set by hardware processing 
capacity (nowadays it is not considered as a limit 
anymore). Complex systems are also being introduced 
in the architectures of computational systems, which 
are being constantly developed.

Most often the utilization of parametric models in 
the field of digital architectural design attests to the fact 
that much of the architectural software currently in use 
was originally developed for the needs of aeronautical, 
naval, automobile and product design industries. Due 
to an inherited emphasis on maintaining geometric 
control and workflow efficiency, the parametric 
models used in these programs are embedded into 
the processes and constraints, which lend themselves 
to the post-rationalization of complicated building 
geometries derived from other design processes. In 
architecture, deploying parametric control is primarily 
geared towards the processes of rationalizing complex 
geometries, the typical case being the doubly curved 
façades rationalized as a parametrically defined 
system, which can then be relatively quickly adapted to 
inevitable changes in the overall scheme. 

The parametric model comprises geometric data 
relevant for manufacturing and construction model; 
therefore, it can be effortlessly recalculated and 
updated. Indeed, the skills necessary for achieving 
geometric complexity found in many recent iconic 
buildings have long existed, however, they have 
become widely applicable only recently, thanks to the 
process of parametric post-rationalization. In contrast 
to the alternative use of CAM (Computer Aided 
Manufacturing) as a generative and integral driver in 
the design process, associative modeling can provide a 
sound basis for the development of an integral design 
based on material systems rather than being used 
as a merely facilitative tool2. The underlying logic of 
parametric design can be instrumentalized here as an 
alternative design method, using which the geometric 
rigour of parametric modeling can be deployed first to 
integrate manufacturing constraints, assembly logic 
and material characteristics in the definition of simple 
components that are later proliferated into larger 
systems and assemblies. This approach employs the 
exploration of parametric variables to understand the 
behavior of such a system and then uses this knowledge 
to strategize the system’s response to environmental 
conditions and external forces.

Curved surfaces have a great potential in the field of 
architectural design. This potential is both geometrical 
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condition. The final Excel spreadsheet tool included a 
fine-tuning facility that allowed changing any of the 
six data calibration levels  from 1 to 5 at a time by doing 
it in one place (in the same way as in the second step). 
This tool provided the ideological basis for continuing 
the work (see Figure 2). 

The fourth step included surface generation 
with the help of a parametric base grid. Here the 
authors continued testing the infinite possibilities 
of parametric software in constructing a system 
for surface generation. Numeric data from three 
information sources regarding cars and three 
information sources regarding people were separated, 
so that each of them was generating an independent 
3D mesh of points, where the two resulting meshes 
stand on top of each other, disregarding the size of 
differentiation introduced by calibrated parameters. 
Base points were set on a regular square grid, following 
the precise position of the data in the GIS system. 
Surface construction logic imports spreadsheet data of 
GIS, distributing it in two levels. Part of the data drove 
points up, while other part drove them into circles 
and then triangles. The lowest right and top sides of 
the triangles were connected, and a new center point 
was found in this connection line. Using three such 
center points, a new surface was represented in a 3D 
space, connecting all of the elements together (see 
Figure 3). The lower triangulated surface represents 
cars, while the upper represents people. Specific 
inter-calculation equations were used later for fine-
tuning the desired result, keeping the basic logic in 
a strong parametrically constructed model. The fifth 
step consisted in experimenting with various shapes 
that could be built in between of the two generated 3D 
meshes of points. One of the options was producing two 
tetrahedrons that would intersect and new membrane 
openings would be made in the places of their 

km/h and density of people per m2 was interpolated to 
digits from 1 to 5, with the possibility to calibrate them 
in six different spreadsheets at a time just changing 
these digits once. 

Fig. 1. 
Data matrix field that consists of 45x39 cells including all six 
information layers.

During the third step, the authors’ work involved 
extensive Excel inter-calculation programming to 
develop a data driven tool, which could be applied 
and interpreted in an almost infinite number of 
ways. Possible uses may include defining parameters 
for associative models, geometric form generation or 
any other kind of 3D manipulations. As the chosen 
amount of data seemed to be too large for a research 
project like this, the margin of usable data cells was 
introduced. The cells that cover the Lesseps Square and 
the surrounding buildings with the minor influence 
extension outside the square set up the border 

Fig. 2. 
Excel spreadsheet tool developed by the authors.
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intersection. Another option included triangulated 
curves that were connected in two points thus forming 
a membrane with the openings between cells. Another 
very complex option with 480 length parameters 
resulted in a cell between every 7 points of the 3D mesh 
(see Figure 4). In this case, part of the cells split and 
part of the cells touch, forming a solid geometry. As a 
result, the shape of the construct resembled a flower, 
the openings and all other dimensions were strictly 
configurable to different performative features. The 
authors finished time-consuming tests with simple yet 
complex four sided cells that have a hole in the middle. 
Unfortunately, after data import linking, no elements 
of the system functioned, and the work on fixing 
parametrically associative errors was continued after 
the next step. 

The sixth step included system calibration and spatial 
definition. The experiments proved that even the 

Fig. 3.
Two 3D surfaces, obtained in the process of triangulation from the mesh of points.

Fig. 4.
The most complex option of a basic cell (was not developed 
further in this project).

Fig. 5.
Project in the parametric model system before its connection 
to the digital site topography. The cells that touch are shown 
in blue, the cells that are splitting apart are shown in violet.

smallest error ruins the system, so, in order to apply 
the system in the design process, reasoned decisions 
on how to proceed had to be made. Most elements 
that worked well in the previous tests were set up in 
a new system, where certain new rules controlled the 
behavior of the parameters. Testing on simple two 
triangulated meshes how the data-driven Excel tool 
generated space, more fine-tuning was needed to fix 
zero conditions with error correction values. Once 
it was linked with the simultaneously developed 
parametric model system, the newly discovered 
possibilities just started to give a clue about the wide 
spectrum of potential design choices (see Figure 5). 

Think of the birds in a flock. The birds observe the 
basic flocking rule; they check the position of their 
neighbors all the time. As long as they are swarming, 
they keep on checking, they never let the distance 
become too big or too small. People in a crowd 
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demonstrate similar behavior; they do avoid collisions 
by constantly checking the positions of immediate 
neighbors4. Flock behavior is the best analogy to 
describe the seventh step – construction logic of 
parametric cells and their parameters. 

The eighth step implied going further to understand 
the ways how to make a model of the project. The 
authors decided to make it from the basic components 
on 1:100 scale. The geometry itself was in a way 
complicated, because it holds together in the corners 
and by the internal space frame, which is formed by 
the structural floor elements. To facilitate the assembly, 
the authors chose a strategy to make the model by 
triangulating the geometry to simple planes and then 
unfolding them and enumerating the edges. The next 
step involved research on how to produce the necessary 
components with the help of CNC (Computer Numeric 
Control) machinery. A cell consists of 24 triangles, 
each side of a cell component is formed by three 
triangles. Basically, the project was so large that the 
authors decided to make only one, the Western part of 
the model, which shows all the possible cell conditions 
and spatial configurations, it consists of 319 millable 
pieces. The material chosen for modeling was 1 mm 
thick polypropylene and there was no way the machine 
could cut the bending lines from both inside and 
outside, so another half of the work had to be done by 
cutting manually. The milling process was performed 
on a machine produced by Axyz Corporation, and all 
millable pieces were converted to a machine-readable 
numeric control format. The assembly of the model 
took two weeks. 

The ninth step included spatial configuration 
planning. As the bottom-up design process involves 
a different way of thinking and understanding of the 
processes in architectural design, calibration of the 
system and statistical data always ensured mutual 
planning. In the areas with intensive traffic, the 
building is elevated from the street level. More people 
mean that in that point there is more spatial volume 
in the building. The authors distinguished seven main 
usable space groups, as seen from top to bottom: 

1. internal roof level space that can be used for 
recreational purposes and conferencing;

2. open air terraces for cafés and bars;
3. upper service level for utility services, such as 

ventilation, etc.;
4. office space units in the cells that unite into one 

closed cluster;
5. multifunctional space for exhibitions and theatres 

or cinemas (the biggest open space in the area of 
splitting cells that can be best seen in the sliced 
tomography sections, see Figure 6);

6. lower service level for utility services like water 
and sewage, etc.;

7. support legs for access using stairs and other 
means of vertical access. 

In addition, it is planned to arrange underground 
areas with parking lots, however, a technical solution 
has not been developed yet. The floor area of the 
building, which covers the size of almost four football 
fields, is 14,412 m2, out of which 10,240 m2 is usable 

Fig. 7. 
View from the street level. Dynamics and free flow of the curvature accents this building in the urban environment, blending it 
organically with the surrounding.

Fig. 6. 
Project’s sliced tomography sections, revealing the biggest open space in the area of splitting cells.
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space. The building features variable height with a 
maximum of 20.8 m above the street level. Calculating 
roughly, such a building can provide around 1,075 new 
workplaces, which is a significant number for such a 
relatively small square in the city. Dynamics and free 
flow of the curvature are just some words amongst 
other illustrative terms to describe this architectonical 
object that integrates into the cityscape with the utmost 
respect to the surroundings. It is the most relevant 
proof of the concept, based on the real statistical data 
(see Figures 7 and 8). The object was obtained using 
99% responsive parametrically associative design, 
where each subjective decision of the designers is made 
only to design the whole system. 

Conclusions

1. Any end can become a new beginning. Once 
the designing of a particular system is finished, 
it starts living on its own, opening infinite 
possible futures. In contrast, in case of traditional 
designing, when the design is finished, it means 
the end of the project.

2. There are lot of drafting and modeling types of 
software facilitating the design process, but none 
of them is generative or creative in any sense. So, 
the most significant achievement of the present 
research experiment is the development of the 
proprietary system as a strong tool with strong 
usability opportunities in the future.

3. The tool designed by the authors is a device 
with enormous performative capacity, re-
programmability and possibility to expand it in 
the future.

4. The aesthetic quality of the obtained project result 
with regard to its blending with the surrounding 
is a good example of the application of the 
parametric approach to the development of such 
problematic urban locations as the Lesseps Square 
in Barcelona. It allows the new object to preserve 
the existing infrastructure without becoming an 
obstacle in the overall context.
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Kopsavilkums

Dažādām zinātnes nozarēm konverģējot un 
attīstoties, veidojas jaunas pieejas mūsdienu 
arhitektūrā. Autori pievēršas digitālajai arhitektūrai 
no parametriska skatpunkta, atklājot tās ģeneratīvo 
kapacitāti, kas aizsākusies aviācijas, kuģubūves, 
automobiļu un patēriņa preču dizaina industrijā. 
Autori izsmeļoši apskata savu dizaina cikla darba 
gaitu, izmēģinot jaunākās metodikas arhitektūras 
projektēšanā. Dizaina procesa soļi ietvēra: novietnes 
vērtīgu statistikas datu ekstrapolāciju trīsdimensiju 
diagrammās, definējot noteiktu materialitāti par 
veidojamo apjomu, strukturālas čaulas un nesošās 
konstrukcijas vienlaicīgus atainošanas veidus, objekta 
savienošanu ar zemi, ēkas interjera programmas 
definīciju ar iespējamām telpu grupām, izgatavošanas 
loģiku, prototipa izgatavošanu ar ciparvadības 
frēzēšanas iekārtas palīdzību. Šajā pētījumā autoru 
izstrādātajam instrumentam ir ļoti liela veiktspējas 
kapacitāte un to iespējams izmantot dažādos 
arhitektūras projektēšanas mērogos. Estētiskā kvalitāte 
var tikt plaši diskutēta līdz pakāpei, kad jauni pieejas 
scenāriji izveido nepieciešamību pēc jaunas arhitektu 
lomas kļūt par hibrīdiem arhitektiem, kas specializējas 
daudz plašākā mērogā, nekā tas tika darīts arhitektūras 
nozarē tikai pirms vienas dekādes.

Fig. 8. 
Multifunctional center in the Lesseps square. Owing to its shape, the object blends in with the square with the utmost respect to 
the surrounding.
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Abstract

Using current information on land-use outcomes in the municipality, it 
is possible to independently analyze development tendencies in the territory 
and promote planned territory development. Tax revenues can be with good 
reason considered an important �scal instrument in territorial development 
planning. Applying this instrument to land-use management decision-
making may prevent the so-called urban sprawl and reduce the risk of value 
decrease of ine�ciently used infrastructure and environmental resources. 
�e present research focuses on the application of the developed set of �scal 
algorithms in land-use management and decision-making at a municipal 
level.  �e set of �scal algorithms has been developed using the methodological 
framework for land-use e�ciency assessment and the cost-bene�t analysis 
method. �e main research results have been substantiated with the analysis 
of municipal performance, including the analysis of the experience of Riga 
in real estate data management. �e application of the developed set of �scal 
algorithms and the introduction of the speci�c municipal so�ware module 
allow to analyze the impact of the changes in land-use objectives and their 
basic values on cadastral value of real estate objects, the amount of real estate 
tax and municipal budget revenues. 

Keywords: land-use management; �scal instruments; algorithms;
land-use objectives; real estate tax, the City of Riga.

Introduction 

�ere is a certain link or correlation between land-use objectives, real estate 
market and its value. On the one hand, land in accordance with its land-use 
objective is the basis for the economic activity of the population; on the other 
hand, residents pay taxes for using the land according to a de�nite land-use 
objective and depending on its value. �e UN Economic Commission for 
Europe (UN-ECE) recognizes land and real estate tax as a signi�cant source of 
revenue for the budget of a public administration entity 1, 2. Real estate tax has 
a major impact on the activities of a municipality, ensuring decentralization 
with regard to land-use issues.  Research on international practices testi�es 
that tax revenues constitute around 70-90% of local municipal budgets. In 
addition, taxes are not only considered a source of budget revenue, but, in a 
broader sense, they are also the instruments of land policies. More speci�cally, 
they are �scal instruments of land-use planning, by means of which land-use 
policies and principles are implemented in the respective territory 3, 4, 5.

Fiscal Instruments as Support for 
Land-Use Management

Fiscal instruments are widely recognized in the world as being signi�cant for 
the implementation of the land policy.  �eir application in the municipalities 
creates a mechanism for the implementation of environmentally friendly 
and sustainable land policies. Changes in the amount of real estate tax are 
comprehensible if the information concerning real estate objects — land, 
buildings and infrastructure — is objective and transparent. 

�e paradigm of integrated land-use management determines the need 
for systematic analysis of the current and potential land-use systems 5-4, 

6-192. Real estate taxation is also considered a �scal steering instrument. It 

SET OF FISCAL ALGORITHMS FOR LAND-USE 
MANAGEMENT AND DECISION-MAKING IN THE 
TERRITORY OF A MUNICIPALITY
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manifests itself in the promotion of manufacturing, 
provision of the land plots suitable for development, 
decrease in land speculation, mobilization of the 
real estate market, and administration of the land 
use. When planning tax revenue and expenditure on 
infrastructure development, it is vital to be aware of 
the current land use and to foresee potential land-use 
patterns, which can have an impact on the changes in 
the market value of the real estate 4-177, 5-65.

Numerous case studies have indicated different 
applications of fiscal instruments; as a result, the 
evidence has been obtained concerning budget revenue, 
economic stability, revenue and resource allocation 
principles, as well as the impact on socio-economic 
development, environmental protection and activities 
stimulating the development of real estate market7,8,9. 
Research results demonstrate that, in the European 
context, the land price and land-use pattern indices 
are used in urban sprawl processes, and that real estate 
tax is imposed as an instrument to determine and 
change land-use patterns8. Having accumulated real 
estate transaction prices in databases, further research 
would make it possible to obtain empirical evidence on 
the correlation between land prices and the changes 
in land-use patterns. Various practices of land value 
capture have attracted attention of many scholars and 
have raised discussions on municipal revenue planning 
and opportunities to finance the development of new 
local infrastructure. For this purpose, such approaches 
as the introduction of various betterment levies are 
studied, and land value capture instruments are 
identified, summarizing vast international experience, 
including that of the USA, Japan, China and India9.

Theorethical and methodological 
framework

Case studies of contemporary spatial theories, 
methodology and experience support an integrated 
approach to the analysis of changes in land-use 
patterns. Numerous regional studies and their 
empirical content address the testing of theoretical 
statements and methodological solutions14, 15. In such 
a way, it is possible not only to comprehend the nature 
and effects of land-use change, but also to determine 
socio-economic, environmental and legal contexts of 
the respective territories, performing the multi-criteria 
analysis and territorial comparison of the obtained 
results. Such a comprehensive approach and cause-
effect analysis provide substantiation for decision-
making and, in future, for the forecasting of possible 
changes.   

Land-use objectives are spatially characterized by the 
functional usage of a specific territory in general and 
by land-use patterns or categories in particular. The 
classification of land-use objectives (LUO) represents 
land-use patterns (categories) that are determined in 
the local spatial plans and basically corresponds to 
the object segments of real property transactions16. In 
Latvia, a LUO is related to the use of real estate, but it is 
defined differently in various laws and regulations, as 

well as official statistics 17, 11. For the needs of cadastral 
evaluation, a public institution determines a LUO for 
a land unit or its part. In such a way, the permitted 
land-use category is approved. LUO groups, with 
regard to cost factors, are classified in the following 
way: (1) lands, the primary function of which is not a 
construction development; for example, agricultural 
lands, forestry lands, areas of water bodies, etc. – 
01–05 in the classification; (2) building land, such as 
private housing development areas, institutional land 
use areas, industrial land use areas, etc. — 06–12 in 
the classification. On the whole, 12 LUO groups are 
determined in Latvia, which in essence corresponds to 
the functional usage of the respective territory.

Theoretically, when determining a RET rate and 
forecasting the amount of budget revenue, among other 
factors, municipalities should observe the following 
principles: the principle of efficiency, responsible budget 
planning, predictability and stability, entrepreneurship 
support, social responsibility, as well as the principle of 
territorial development and improvement. Practically, 
analyzing costs and benefits in the territory of a 
municipality with regard to tax revenues, a recognized 
correlation originating from cost-benefit analysis is 
used18, 19 in theoretical considerations:

Land Use Efficiency = Outputs / Inputs               (1)

Thereby tax revenues are obtained using land areas 
with respective land use (EUR / ha), and tax revenues 
and co-financing are spent on the improvement of the 
infrastructure, which results in growth of capital value 
of the land (EUR / EUR); return on capital (resources) 
allocation is obtained as a result of economic activity 
(EUR / EUR). The outcomes of the economic activity 
form the basis for tax revenues. In turn, the analysis 
of cost-benefit change dynamic time series, including 
the analysis of the changes in tax revenues, costs, 
income level, population welfare and other factors, 
allows identifying the changes in land-use efficiency, in 
accordance with the LUO determined in the respective 
territory.

Taking into consideration the above-mentioned 
function and principles, as well as the information 
system available to municipalities, including the 
availability and structure of the data as well as support 
to RET administration provided by the Information 
System of National Real Estate Cadastre  (ISNREC), 
a set of fiscal algorithms for land-use planning has 
been developed. The algorithms are to be used in the 
development of a software module. Module solutions 
presume the implementation of geographic information 
system (GIS) using the interaction between aggregation 
of textual and graphical data in ISNREC and tax 
administration system, in such a way providing the 
necessary visualization of data series and graphical 
data. Data exchange between the Administration 
System of Real Estate Tax (ASRET) and GIS of the 
municipality is ensured in order to provide information 
on real estate objects located in the territory and on 
taxes in accordance with requests. Algorithms have 
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been developed using the methodological framework 
for land-use efficiency assessment to substantiate land 
management and decision-making processes and to 
promote better and more effective land use.

Data and results

The aim of the application of the developed 
algorithm is associated with the development of land 
management and decision-making tool, namely, of 
a software module to substantiate the impact of the 
change in LUO and the change in the basic value of 
the land on the cadastral value of real estate objects, 
amount of RET and municipal budget revenues. 

Background data of a set of algorithms is formed 
from the available historical and current ISNREC 
data, including LUO, in accordance with the unified 
state classification, cadastre report cards, cadastral 
values of land units, considering the summarized 
data by territorial units — total cadastral value of 
land units (EUR), total area of land units (ha), mean 
cadastral value of the land (EUR / ha) and ASRET data, 
including calculated, payable and collected amount of 
RET, as well as the data of the Administration System of 
Real Estate (ASRE) of the municipality and the data on 
population figures in the territorial units. 

The following equations are expressed in a simplified 
form in order to facilitate the perception of the 
algorithms.

The analysis of application possibilities of the 
elaborated algorithms for the development of a 
municipality software module is being performed in 
cooperation with ASRE and ASRET software providers 
and municipality geospatial software developers, 
as well as in the target groups with many local 
government experts on the issues of land application 
planning and tax administration. Therefore, the 
specification for ASRET data communication for the 
TP-GIS system (Territory Planning and GIS) is being 
elaborated. As a result of data exchange, it is planned 
that the information on real estate objects located in 
the territory of the municipality and on RET revenues 
will be made available for the TP-GIS system.  

Discussion: a case study of 
Riga city municipality 

Riga City Municipality is the largest local government 
institution in the territory of the Republic of Latvia, 
and it has the largest number of the real estate objects. 
The experience in the development of real estate data 
administration system and the amount of allocated 
resources substantiate the choice of this municipality 
as the best investigation object in compliance with the 
aims of the present research. 

Assessing the efficiency of RET administration and 
different related performance processes at Riga City 
Municipality, the management of the existing system 
should be analyzed, i.e. how tax revenues are calculated 
and what characteristic factors are considered, as well 
as what technological solutions are applied. Therefore, 

the analysis of RET administration has been initially 
performed within the framework of the data structure 
and content of related information systems. RET 
administration specialists use databases to update the 
data and to facilitate the routine work. To work with 
databases, the resulting standards have been set, i.e. 
the regulated rights to individually determine and 
control the achievement of the resulting indicators of 
administration 20-117:122. The particular level managers 
at Riga City Municipality are responsible for data 
collection and analysis. They summarize the data on the 
previous year in their annual presentations. It should 
be noted that only the data on RET administration 
operations performed by municipal employees and on 
the amount of tax collected is provided, as tax revenues 
are not analyzed by real estate object types and LUO 
groups. 

Therefore, the resulting amounts of the collected tax 
revenues and their dynamics are general, static and 
exclude the analysis of the characteristic factors; e.g. 
why the amount of taxes collected varies from a land 
unit to a land unit. 

To calculate RET, the cadastral value of the real 
estate is applied. The determination and classification 
of LUO are regulated by the regulations of the Cabinet 
of Ministers17. They are required to determine the 
cadastral value and are registered in the ISNREC. 
Practically, setting the cadastral value is a time- and 
effort-consuming, complicated and methodologically 
governed process. The cadastral value does not directly 
result from the market value of the real estate. There 
have been frequent cases, when this value has been set 
inadequately, without evaluating the real situation, 
which not only causes the dissatisfaction among the 
RET payers, but also influences the tax administration. 
LUO change is regulated by the rules of the Cabinet of 
Ministers and regulations of Riga City Municipality. 

The work of the respective municipal structural 
units related to the administration of the data on real 
estate is regulated by the internal normative acts and 
methodological instructions, which, among other 
rules, define that RET administration system should 
comprise topical information, including the data on 
LUO. The deficiencies of the normative acts should also 
be observed in cooperation with other institutions. 
Therefore, the employees should put forward the 
proposals on the improvement of the system and 
normative acts. However, it should be mentioned that 
the data on LUO is not summarized and analyzed in 
accordance with tax revenues determined by the land 
units allocated for Riga administrative territory. 

Many structural units of the municipality should 
perform a lot of work for legitimate and correct 
determination of LUO. However, the respective 
work is performed within the framework of the 
quality management system, regularly improving the 
processes and services provided, taking into account 
the feedback received from clients, the proficiency level 
of the employees, as well as the requirements set in 
the normative acts. It means that tax-administration-
related performance is assessed annually21, also in 
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respect to the following research theme-bound aspects: 

•	 Ensuring the efficient information exchange 
among the structural units of the administration, 
clients, cooperation partners and society;

•	 Determining LUO for the needs of the cadastral 
valuation and portion of the resolutions on LUO 
of the total number of resolutions, %, record 
keeping;

•	 Determining LUO for setting of the privatization 
value, and portion of the notes/references on 
LUO issued within the definite period of the total 
number of notes/references, %, record keeping;

•	 Providing the forecast calculation of the RET 
revenue, record keeping of the forecasts and 
performance work/stages; 

•	 Record keeping of the tax debt collection process 
and debt creditor requests;

•	 Analyzing the revenues and installments into the 
Municipal Finance Equalization Fund;

•	 Calculating the ratio of the total RET for land, 
buildings and houses (LVL) and the total 
forecasted RET, not considering the chargeability 
rate (EUR), %, record keeping.

Taking into account the existing practice and the 
statistical performance of the tax administration 
mentioned above, it should be noted that, in the 
particular municipal tax administration, the regular 
self-evaluation is performed (process evaluation), 
topical problems are analyzed and assessed, as well 
as well-grounded decisions are made, which results 
in the maintenance of the unified record keeping and 
document management system.

However, the record keeping of the data on the 
taxable objects, their classification according to the 
application type, land exploration in compliance 
with LUO and the allocation of tax revenue based on 
the real estate type are not performed at the level of 
municipality; therefore, the tax revenue structure is 
not studied in accordance with a particular property 
type. 

Having studied the administration of the ASRE, 
ASRET and TP-GIS systems at Riga City Municipality 
for the needs of municipality function performance, 
it can be concluded that tax revenues, as the fiscal 
instrument for the planning of the land application, 
are not used of full value and, in this respect, there 
is no cooperation between RET administrators 
and territory development (land application) 
planners. The performed analysis of the respective 
municipality functions and of the possibilities of their 
implementation substantiates the introduction of the 
fiscal algorithm set, provided in the form of structured 
text and spatial information. However, in order to 
practically implement the developed algorithm set 
and to approbate the elaborated software module, it is 
required to overcome a variety of problems. The main 
problems are as follows: the insufficient time series of 
the historical data for the needs of analysis, disarray 
in the data of cadastral report maps, differences in 

the GIS structures and distinct approaches to data 
administration within the municipality. Therefore, the 
above-mentioned problems of the municipality would 
be resolved, as well as the software would be elaborated 
and tested within the framework of the particular 
project.

The maintenance of the topical information on 
land application results at the municipality and 
the introduction of the fiscal algorithm set would 
allow analyzing the development tendencies in the 
territory at a regular basis and promoting the planned 
development of the territories, using the tax revenues as 
the important fiscal instrument. For instance, it would 
be possible to perform the analysis of the impact of 
the application of tax rebate and tax rate value on tax 
revenues by LUO groups and in different territories. 
Within the framework of the present analysis, the 
structured textual and spatial information would 
substantiate the local spatial development planning 
and detailed planning. 

Conclusions

Having studied the support instruments of land-use 
management and their application possibilities, as well 
as having developed and substantiated a set of the fiscal 
algorithms to monitor land application and to take the 
corresponding decisions at the municipal level, the 
authors have come to the following conclusions and 
suggestions:

•	 The application of the specific land-use planning 
instruments substantiates the decisions on land-
use management and promotes the development 
of the real estate market and the increase in the 
value of land resources. 

•	 The dynamics of RET revenues in Latvia indicates 
the gradual increase in the influence of this land-
use planning fiscal instrument.

•	 The analysis of the dynamic time series of the 
changes in input and output allows identifying the 
changes in the efficiency of land use in compliance 
with LUO defined for a particular territory.

•	 A set of fiscal algorithms is developed if applying 
the methodological framework for evaluation of 
land-use efficiency and analyzing the performance 
of the municipality in land-use planning and 
implementation of fiscal policy.

•	 The analysis of the application of the developed 
fiscal algorithm set is performed in relation 
to the development of RET data presentation 
specification for the municipal TP-GIS system and 
the assessment of the data required for the needs 
of the analysis at a particular municipality. 

•	 By implementing the algorithm set and the specific 
software module at Riga City Municipality, the 
deficiencies in data administration systems and 
problems with the lack of uniformity and immense 
data would be resolved and the unified approach 
to data administration would be promoted, by 
applying the text and graphical information 
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interaction and developing dynamic data series 
and graphical data visualization for the needs of 
the analysis.

•	 Taking into account the results of the present 
case study within the framework of the specific 
projects developed at the municipalities in 
Latvia, it is essential to eliminate the differences 
in the data structures for the development of 
software module, to elaborate the unified data 
administration approach, as well as design 
and introduce a software module to ensure the 
performance of the TP-GIS system, which would 
promote the rational and sustainable use of the 
land resources and the territories to which they 
are allocated in the long-term.
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Kopsavilkums

Izmantojot aktuālu un pārskatāmu informāciju 
par zemes izmantošanas rezultātiem pašvaldībā, 
ir iespējams pastāvīgi analizēt attīstības tendences 
teritorijā un sekmēt plānotu teritorijas attīstību. 
Nodokļu ieņēmumus pamatoti var uzskatīt par 
nozīmīgu teritorijas attīstības plānošanas fiskālo 
instrumentu. Šī instrumenta pielietošana zemes 
izmantošanas pārvaldības lēmumu pieņemšanā var 
novērst t.s. “pašplūsmas urbanizācijas” un neracionāli 
izmantojamas infrastruktūras un vides resursu 
vērtības samazināšanās draudus. Pētījums ir saistīts 
ar izveidotas fiskālo algoritmu kopas pielietojumu 
zemes izmantošanas pārraudzībā un lēmumu 
pieņemšanā pašvaldību līmenī. Fiskālo algoritmu 
kopa ir izstrādāta, izmantojot zemes izmantošanas 
efektivitātes novērtēšanas metodoloģisko ietvaru un 
ieguldījumu-ieguvumu analīzes metodi. Pētījuma 
galvenie rezultāti ir pamatoti, veicot pašvaldību 
darbības, t.sk Rīgas pilsētas pieredzes analīzi 
nekustamā īpašuma datu administrēšanā. Izstrādāto 
fiskālo algoritmu izmantošana un specifiska 
pašvaldības programmatūras moduļa ieviešana ļauj 
pastāvīgi analizēt zemes izmantošanas mērķu un to 
bāzes vērtības izmaiņu ietekmi uz nekustamā īpašuma 
objektu kadastrālo vērtību, nekustamā īpašuma 
nodokļu apjomu un pašvaldības budžeta ieņēmumiem.
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Abstract

This article in general reflects the significance of socio-economic factors 
and the real estate market in sustainable urban development. The objective 
of the research is to identify the major problems existing in the sustainable 
development of real estate industry for the improvement of the situation. The 
particular attention is paid to the problems of socio-economic aspects and 
related macroeconomic indicators. On the basis of the results of the research, 
the proposals for advancement of sustainable and competitive development 
are prepared. The subject of the research is an interaction of socio-economic 
factors and real estate market over the period from 2009 to 2013. 

Keywords: real estate market, national economy, development, regulation, 
socio-economic factors, Baltic states

Introduction

It is important to support sustainable development in order to have several 
apparent stable positive trends in the development of the state, cities and 
economics. However, it is not easy to achieve the ideal situation in the country, 
which would be beneficial to everyone, and simultaneously maximize the 
effective indicators at all stages. In any case, it is necessary to add motivating 
factors to the sustainable development planning, in order to motivate the 
market participants to act in accordance with the principles of sustainability. 

Socio-economic factors and real estate market: 
the main interrelation aspects and the experience of 
the Baltic States. 

Currently, more and more attention is paid to the relevant problems and 
research related to the promotion of the sustainable development in several 
areas. If to describe ‘sustainability’ and ‘sustainable development’ as an aggregate 
of characteristics, including economic security and growth, environmental 
quality and integrity, social cohesion and quality of life, empowerment and 
governance1, the part of the real estate market and construction industry in 
the promotion of the sustainable development is understandable, since they 
have not only a high ratio in the Baltic economic structure, but also a major 
impact on the socio-economic status of the state. Real estate is inseparable 
from human economy in its social form, and all plans of social reform better 
be directed toward an appropriate distribution of economic goods2. The 
development of the state national economy and the overall real estate market, 
in general, has had a significant impact on urban development3. It can be 
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dynamics development goes in one direction; in the 
long term, correlation index is lower, but still at the high 
level. In the long term, from 2006 to 2012, the closest 
connection is between Estonia and Lithuania, then 
between Latvia and Estonia, and only then follows the 
connection between Latvia and Lithuania.

The main Sustainable Urban development 
aspects

The demographic trend is one of the most important 
factors in urban development planning. According to 
Eurostat5, the total EU-28 population in the period 
from 2013 to 2004 has increased by 2.86%, while in 
Latvia it has declined by 11.10%, in Lithuania – by 
12.56% and in Estonia – by 2.48%. According to the 
statistics presented by the State Unified Computerised 
Land Register6, in terms of the amount of business on 
the territory of Latvia in general and in the capital, Riga, 
in particular, over the period from 2004 to 2013, the 
relative share of business dealings ranged from 24.68% 
(in 2010) to 31.43% (in 2004). At the rising phase in 2013 
compared to 2010, the amount of business dealings in 
Riga increased by 58.05%, but the number of dealings 
is still less than in 2004. The total amount of business 
dealings in Riga and the Riga region constituted 41.96% 
in 2013, which determines the uneven trends of real 
estate market development in Latvia.

According to the Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia7, 
uneven real estate market development in Latvia 
also shows the difference at the price level between 
Riga and other Latvian regions (Fig.2.). One of the 
solutions of the complex problems of socio-economic 
development of the country in the present-day situation 
could be primary housing markets, roads and railways, 
production and non-production facilities8. Figure 4 
shows the example of Latvia, where GDP, the average 
wages and amount of real estate dealings are presented 
for the analysis of the indicator development in the 
period from 2004Q1 to 2013Q3.

The amount of registered real estate deals in 2013 
increased by 43.58% compared to 2009, when there was 
observed the lowest amount of deals in Latvia in the 
period under study, but it is still some 21.92% less than 
in 2004. Real estate prices in Latvia have had a greater 
impact on the total accumulated amount of money in 
the real estate market than the total number of business 
dealings.

Conclusions

The development of the total national economy and 
real estate market has a significant impact on urban 
development. The problem is in the cyclical and 
unbalanced nature. Over the period from 2006 to 2012, 
the noncompliance of the real estate price dynamics to 
the linear trends was observed in the Baltic countries. 
Uneven real estate market development in Latvia also 
shows the difference at the price level between Riga and 
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seen on the example of the Baltic States in Figure 1, 
where cyclical nature of unbalanced development of 
the real estate price dynamics can also be observed. 
In the period from 2006 to 2012, the function non-
compliance with a linear trend and the sharpest decline 
in indicators in comparison with other countries (Fig.1) 
have been observed in the Baltic countries.

Fig.1.
House price index, 2010 = 100
Data source: Eurostat, authors’ calculations

At the same time, Figure 1 shows that, in Sweden and 
Finland, the decline in the real estate market was not 
observed; one of the reasons is the cooperative house 
system, which is widely used in these countries.The 
CORREL and PEARSON worksheet functions both 
calculate the correlation coefficient between two sets 
of values. When measurements on each variable are 
observed for each of N subjects, the Excel CORREL 
function is shown as Equation (1).

(1)
Despite the fact that Latvia had the highest rate of 

GDP growth on a quarterly basis in the Baltic countries 
in 2013, the highest GDP per capita in the Baltic States 
is still in Estonia. GDP correlation index of the Baltic 
countries in the short and long terms is presented in 
Table 1.

Table 1.
GDP correlation index of the Baltic countries

In the short term, the correlation index of the Baltic 
countries is very high, it is evident that the GDP 
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other Latvian regions. It is necessary to achieve positive development and 
high yield not only in the capital and some major cities, but also in other 
regions of the country. It is also advisable for all market participants to 
analyze in detail and follow the changes in the socio-economic sphere and 
real estate demand in order to achieve the sustainable market development.
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Kopsavilkums

Šīs raksts atspoguļo ievērojamo 
sociāli-ekonomisko faktoru un 
nekustamo īpašumu tirgus nozīmi 
ilgtspējīgā pilsētu attīstībā. Pētījuma 
rezultāti atspoguļo arī esošo 
situāciju sociāli-ekonomiskajā sfērā 
Latvijā, kas būtiski ietekmē katras 
pilsētas, reģiona un valsts attīstību. 
Balstoties uz pētījuma rezultātiem 
tiek izstrādāti priekšlikumi 
illgstpējīgas attīstības sekmēšanai.

Fig. 2.
Total value of 1 m2 of all apartments   sold in Latvia, euro. Data source: Central 
Statistical Bureau of Latvia.

Fig.3.
GDP at market prices, average wage and real estate purchase agreements. Data source: 
Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia, State Unified Computerized Land Register, 
Eurostat



Abstract

Large-scale shopping center development has always attracted investors’ 
attention as an indicator of the level of activity of the real estate market and the 
prosperity of the citizenry. This paper presents the results of the research on 
the main aspects of retail property development in the capital of Latvia.

Keywords: large-scale shopping mall, spatial planning, urban development, 
retail real estate property in Riga

Introduction

It is an international professional practice to develop a location as a 
commercial real estate property with a growing value added. It is not a building 
but a spatial item that has a surface area and surroundings. In that location, 
a commercial real estate object is developed as a spatial economic object. The 
local authorities might provide the advanced transport infrastructure and 
communications in order to support the development of the location in the 
interests of the country’s territorial development. Utilization of a territory or 
an economically justified action to deploy there a particular real estate object 
promotes and provides the direction for the long-term business development 
in the country. The subject of the research is large-scale shopping centres; the 
object of the research is the urban development of Riga. The aim of the paper 
is to present the results of the research on the standardization of the current 
type of real estate property and its development within the urban planning of 
the city of Riga. 

The essence of large-scale shopping malls 

Shopping and entertainment centers are considered to be a large-scale real 
estate objects. The figure below illustrates some major guidelines in detecting 
the minimum requirements for large-scale shopping centers in both practical 
and theoretical terms1. 

Microeconomic standard of large-scale
shopping centers in Riga 

Due to the fact that Riga holds the major cash flow in Latvia, large-scale 
shopping center development started in the part of the capital city with the 
highest concentration of economic activity and the most intensive flow of 
potential customers. According to the research data, the saturation phase of 
a large-scale shopping centre development in Riga has already been reached 

LARGE-SCALE SHOPPING MALL ADOPTION TO THE 
URBAN DEVELOPMENT OF RIGA 
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by 2007. Apparently, it is hard to stop the integration 
process of the international retail chains into the new 
markets. Economic rationality is more important 
than the convenience and comfort of the shopping 
experience2. The European and international large-
scale retail chains plan their work carefully, taking into 
account practical and rational reasons. In line with the 
development of the real estate economy and real estate 
market in Riga, the investors in large-scale shopping 
centers have been attracted to the locations with the  
following characteristics: 
•	 Proximity to the historical, cultural and business 

center of Riga (over 120,000 constant inhabitants, 
plus over 80% of daily potential consumers) with 
intensive pedestrian and transport flow;

•	 Residential areas with: 
a. high employment rate (over Riga’s average); 
b. high population density (highly populated 
residential areas); 
c. population explosion (one of the reasons why 
new dwelling projects are realized);

•	 proximity of transportation connection points 
(bus station, central railroad station, etc);

•	 attached to centrally located roadways (Brivibas, 
Krasta and Barona Streets);

•	 on large-scale unbuilt plots at the edge of 
residential areas;

•	 on the territory of old factories.
The analytical map in Fig. 2 is based on the analysis of 

information gathered from the official statistics3, 4.

The majority of the presented retail real estate 
properties face certain accessibility limitations (Riga 
Plaza, Olympia, Domina Shopping and others); even 
new projects need detailed remodeling of existing 
infrastructure. However, the city itself is also divided 
into the main business district and peripheral districts 
that have a supporting function. From the consumers’ 
perception, the river Daugava in Riga is a physical 
obstacle, which one needs to overcome in order to 
reach the over-the-river location of a shopping centre 
(see Fig.3). The two regions create satisfaction in the 
demand and help to change purchasing traditions [5].  

Fig. 3. 
Division assessment of large-scale retail development by the 
gross area in Riga [developed by the authors] 

The research proved that large-scale objects created 
more problems for the customers and rated less in 
comparison with the renovated shopping centers. 
Certainly, there exists a big gap between the municipal 
planning and developers’ interests. It should be 
reminded that one of the goals of the research was 
to identify the problems in the strategic planning of 
shopping centers and dislocation of a specific city. 
This showed that transport and traffic infrastructure 
solutions are highly important. Other scholars raised 
similar issues in the assessment of the feasible location 
for shopping centers2, 6. Currently, there is a trend in 
the Latvian retail real estate market to expect that the 
planned stock of the large-scale shopping centers is to 
be built following the large-scale retail park formats, 
but it is being compensated by the increasing rivalry 
within the network of local hypermarket locations 
in residential areas. The local operators join the 
associations.  Modern real estate property might fit 
urban architecture and attractive locations, but it faces 
certain limitations. Agglomeration of Riga causes more 
qualitative than quantitative market changes.

Note: * CA- catchment area, GLA – gross leasable area

Fig. 1. 
The minimum requirement indicators for a large-scale 
shopping mall [developed by the authors]

Note: White dots are new projects and black dots – existing 
locations; red line squares – current accessibility limitations.

Fig.2. 
Assessment map for the current large-scale retail property 
locations in Riga [developed by the authors]
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Conclusions

There are common major directions in qualitative 
aspects of the development of large-scale shopping 
on local and international levels. However, there is a 
number of retail properties facing inadequate location 
characteristics. In Riga, large-scale shopping center 
stock has already reached its saturation point. The 
spatial economic development stands in support for an 
efficient strategic planning of the real estate market. The 
target customers of large-scale shopping centers might 
cover Riga suburbs and even longer distances. This 
process requires qualitative market changes.
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Kopsavilkums

Lielformāta tirdzniecības centru attīstība ir vienmēr 
investoru uzmanībā kā iedzīvotāju labklājības un 
nekustamā īpašuma tirgus attīstības rādītājs. Dotajā 
zinātniskajā rakstā tiek piedāvāti pētījuma rezultāti par 
tirdzniecības telpu attīstības galvenajiem aspektiem 
Latvijas galvaspilsētā. Pētījuma gaitā ir noskaidroti a) 
galvenie šādu objektu atrašanās vietas analīzes kritēriji, 
kas ietekmēja investoru lēmumu Rīgā; b) lielformāta 
tirdzniecības centri ar izvietojumu trūkumiem, kur 
autores saskata likumsakarību lielpilsētas teritoriālās 
plānošanas rezultātā. 
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Abstract

The paper presents INFROM project “Integrated intelligent platform for 
monitoring the cross-border natural-technological systems” for monitoring 
natural systems in Latvia. The research has been supported by the project 2.1/
ELRI-184/2011/14 “Integrated Intelligent Platform for Monitoring the Cross-
border Natural-Technological Systems” as part of “Estonia-Latvia-Russia 
Cross-border Cooperation Programme within European Neighbourhood 
and Partnership Instrument 2007–2013”.

Keywords: natural-technological system, space-ground monitoring, 
floods monitoring. 

Introduction 

The project addresses the problem of integrated monitoring and control 
of cross-border natural-technological systems in normal and emergency 
situations and is based on the analysis of heterogeneous data received 
from space and ground-based facilities. The project combines the scientific 
experience of two partners involved, namely Riga Technical University, 
RTU (Latvia) and St. Petersburg Institute for Informatics and Automation of 
the Russian Academy of Sciences, SPIIRAS (Russia). Two years of scientific 
cooperation (2012-2014), theoretical researches in the variety of monitoring 
technologies and methods resulted in the development of an integrated 
platform for monitoring natural-technological systems and its approbation 
for different applications, including flood monitoring in Daugavpils (Latvia) 
in 2013. 

INFROM: Integrated Technological Framework for Remote 
Sensing and Monitoring of Natural-Technological 
Systems

The monitoring of natural-technological systems is focused on the issues of 
changing ecosystems, geosystems and climate, as well as providing services 
for sustainable economy, healthy environment and better human life by the 
following activities:
•	 early warning of natural and anthropogenic disasters;
•	 security of technological objects;
•	 land cover/land change, natural resource usage;
•	 human health and the preservation of the environment.

INTEGRATED INTELLIGENT PLATFORM FOR 
MONITORING NATURAL-TECHNOLOGICAL SYSTEMS: 
METHODOLOGY AND APPLICATIONS
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The developed framework 
implements a unified approach 
to the integrated monitoring 
and control of complex systems, 
including natural, technological, 
economic and social elements. A 
key component of the framework is 
the unified distributed processing 
environment implementing data 
mining, processing and analysis 
functionality. The developed 
intelligent monitoring technology 
is based on the interdisciplinary 
methodology of combining and 
applying a variety of data collecting 
and processing technologies, 
providing monitoring and control 
functionality for the management 
of natural and technological 
objects. The novelty of the 
developed technology lies in the 
cross-functional application of 
combined methods and algorithms 
for decision-making of various 
monitoring problems, including 
forecasting and safety control 
of complex objects. The main 
possibilities of the intelligent 
monitoring technology are as 
follows:
1. The real-time processing of 

a considerable quantity of 
diverse parameters.

2. Simultaneous processing of 
data and knowledge.

3. The intelligent analysis 
providing the measuring 
information of any physical 
nature on the distributed 
computer complexes.

4. The results visualization of 
the processing in 2D and 3D 
formats, the interface with a 
geo-information systems (GIS) 
implementation.

5. An option to create specific 
monitoring systems for non-
professional users (non-
programmers).

INFROM: applications for 
flood monitoring in 
Daugavpils

In 2013, spring flooding affected 
37 municipalities in Latvia. That 
year, flood damage compensation 
costs for Latvian municipalities 
came to nearly 1.3 million LVL. The 
biggest compensation of almost 
200 thousand LVL was received by 

Fig. 1. 
Monitoring framework

Fig. 2.
Monitoring platform infrastructure

Fig.3. 
Short-time flood forecasting system

Fig.4. 
Short-time flood forecasting example
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the natural resource use and the objects for tourism 
and recreation. The results of the project, including 
approbation studies, were demonstrated during the 
final conference in February 2014. At the conference the 
representatives of Latvian and Russian Municipalities 
(Madona, Riga and St. Petersburg), as well as other 
partners associated with the project (Committee on 
IT and Communications of the Government of St. 
Petersburg, Russia; Latvian Transport Development 
and Education Association, Riga, Latvia; Diplomatic 
Economic Club, Riga, Latvia) highlighted the 
topicality of the results in supporting decision 
making at municipalities and emergency services. 
For more information about the project please visit 
www.infrom.eu. 

Kopsavilkums 

Vides izmaiņu problēmas un risku novēršana ir 
viena no aktuālākajām tēmām pēdējos gados. Tāpēc 
Rīgas Tehniskās universitātes sadarbībā ar Krievijas 
kolēģiem no Sanktpēterburgas Zinātņu akadēmijas ir 
izveidojuši IT platformu, kas apstrādājot satelītattēlu 
datus, dažādu pieejamo datu informāciju un 
iedzīvotāju sniegto informāciju, palīdzēs prognozēt 
plūdu draudus, kā arī monitorēt un analizēt vides risku 
draudus, kā piemēram, ūdens piesārņojuma vai meža 
ugunsgrēku izplatību. Izstrādātā IT platforma spēj 
apkopot un kompleksi analizēt datus no kosmiskajiem 
pavadoņiem, sensoriem un iedzīvotāju sniegtajām 
fotogrāfijām vai ziņojumiem un veikt datu analīzi 
no dažādiem informācijas avotiem vienlaicīgi, veicot 
aprēķinus un skaitļošanas uzdevumus, ņemot vērā 
dažādus vides parametrus – digitālo virsmas modeli, 
gaisa temperatūru, ūdens straumes, ūdens līmeni, 
vēja ātrumu un citus pieejamos datus. Jaunizveidotā 
IT monitoringa platforma palīdzēs ikdienas darbā 
pašvaldībām un valsts iestādēm prognozēt un 
pieņemt nepieciešamos lēmumu par iespējamo krīzes 
novēršanu pirms riska faktors ir iestājies, piemēram, 
savlaicīgi lemt par iedzīvotāju evakuēšanu no 
aplūstošajām teritorijām. IT platforma izstrādāta 
«Integrēta intelektuāla platforma pārrobežu vides 
un tehnogēno sistēmu monitoringam» (INFROM) 
ietvaros, pateicoties Eiropas Savienības Igaunijas – 
Latvijas – Krievijas Pārrobežu sadarbības programmas 
Eiropas kaimiņattiecību un partnerības instrumenta 
2007–2013 finansējumam. 

Daugavpils (Latvia). 
There are two different research directions in flood 

management: flood monitoring and inundation 
forecasting. Flood monitoring can be performed by 
using satellite images which allow detecting river 
overflows, thus providing data for flood damage 
modeling. Inundation forecasting is mainly based 
on expert knowledge. Therefore, the elaboration of 
special-purpose flood forecasting systems is topical 
for providing such functions as forecasting of possible 
flood zone, flood risk assessment, evacuation and prior 
notification of citizens via the Internet and/or mobile 
technical equipment.

The essential feature of the developed monitoring 
system is its ability to provide flood forecasting for 
the short-term horizon. The analysis of Russian and 
European experience in solving such problems has 
been performed and two main parts of the flood 
forecasting system were defined:
•	 System for collection, preliminary processing and 

transferring of hydrological and meteorological 
information to the flood forecasting centre;

•	 Execution of information-simulation system, a 
core of flood forecasting centre, consisting of two 
elements: “rainfall-runoff” type models and water 
flow dynamic in channel network.

•	 The prototype of flood forecasting simulation 
system is developed as a part of the monitoring 
platform to evaluate inundation zone in 
Daugavpils (Latvia) in April 2013. What follows 
are the main components of the developed system:

•	 input data module;
•	 digital elevation model of the investigated area 

obtained by means of airborne laser scanning;
•	 hydrological characteristics of the river channel 

collected by means of an on-line web service;
•	 symbolic regression method for converting water 

level into water flow implemented by genetic 
programming. 

As a result, the distributed simulation system 
for flood forecasting allows to generate an hourly 
forecast of inundation zones and to inform end-users 
by automatically presenting results at the developed 
prototype of geoportal.

Conclusion

The integration of different technologies using 
advanced information fusion and data-processing 
methods provides a unified basis for monitoring and 
control of different natural-technological objects. 
During the project implementation, the developed 
information technology monitoring platform is 
applied in such case as: operational flood forecasting in 
Latvia and Russia, evaluation of forest fire protection 
and state monitoring in Madona district in Latvia and 
Pskov Region in Russia, estimation of ecological status 
of water bodies based on the analysis of the Lubana 
Lake overgrowing in Latvia and pollution of the Gulf 
of Finland in Russia, aerospace-ground monitoring of 
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Abstract

The development of smart cities and urban resilience have become 
increasingly embedded in urban planning, national security and energy 
policy. One of the main documents focusing on the actions and measures 
to be implemented in urban areas is Sustainable Energy Action Plan. Taking 
into account the specific character of modern cities and urban development 
at  Smart City level, the existing Sustainable Energy Action Plan should be 
improved and made more realistic.  Nowadays, in order to ensure urban 
resilience, it is necessary to encourage the cross-sector collaboration of the 
existing standalone energy actions. The paper draws attention to the areas 
that influence the development of smart cities. 

Keywords: smart city, urban resilience, sustainable resources

Introduction

In recent years, people have realized that the urban environment is a 
comprehensive resource that requires smart management.  Over the last few 
years, the need to use sustainable resources and develop sustainable cities 
with integrated smart disciplines –  economics, energies, technologies, 
architecture and politics – has increased. Making us better prepared and 
more responsible for national risk management, urban resilience planning 
can help not only with the development of any city but also with national 
securitization process. City security and public resilience have become 
increasingly embedded in urban planning, national security and energy 
policy (Coaffee J., 2008). City designers should remember that a smart city is 
not only smart technologies, but also smart economy, governance, mobility, 
living, environment and people (Giffinger et al., 2007). The key concepts of 
urban resilience are sustainability and adaptation to the adverse effects of 
climate change (Leichenko R., 2011). Urban resilience is typically understood 
as sustainable energy management, securing stable energy supply, reducing 
energy consumption, developing renewable energy sources (Coaffee J., 2008), 
as well as a security policy focused on traditional hazards like terrorist attacks 
and natural disasters (Collier et al., 2013).

This paper explains the synergy between the main dimensions of city, such 
as energy, economics and stakeholders, and the development of different 
urban sectors. Thus, the paper aims to draw attention to the areas that 
influence the development of smart cities. 

Smart city: first steps in concept
and strategies.
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City strategic energy action plan

Modern cities can achieve the EU20-20-20 goals only 
by making improvements in all major sectors, such 
as buildings, energy and transport.  Each European 
city is free to choose its approach how to achieve 
the EU20-20-20 targets. The main document which 
defines actions and measures to be implemented in 
each city in order to reach the CO2 reduction by 20% 
is Sustainable Energy Action Plan (SEAP). According 
to the data provided by the Covenant of Mayors  
(www.covenantofmayors.eu), there are 3414 cities that 
already have a Sustainable Energy Action Plan.

A typical Sustainable Energy Action Plan is focused 
on standalone actions, such as the insulation of 
buildings, use of efficient lighting, local renewable 
energy sources, etc. Nowadays, the existing SEAP 
should be improved taking into account the 
requirements of smart cities.  Although there is no 
generally accepted definition of a smart city (Neirotti et 
al., 2014), the general concept may be described as the 
improvement of urban performance by implementing 
information and communication technologies (ICT) 
and by engaging stakeholders. In addition, more cross-
sector energy actions should be introduced. Currently 
there are activities to start standardization in the field 
of sustainable development and smart cities (Marsal_
Llacuna et al., 2014). 

The efficiency and impact of each energy action 
should be evaluated on a 3D scale, taking into account 
the sector, city dimensions and implementation scale. 
The major city dimensions that characterize each 
energy action are “energy and technology”, “economics 
and finance” and “organization and stakeholders”. The 
interaction between city dimensions and the scale for 

each sector is shown in Figure 1. The impact of each 
indicator is evaluated at the implementation scale. Such 
approach gives an opportunity to understand if actions 
in each sector are adequately and proportionally 
realized at city dimensions and scale.

For example, if a city wants to carry out the 
renovation of an existing building at city scale, the 
“economics and finance” and “organization and 
stakeholders” should be addressed at the appropriate 
level. The public/private finances should be used, 
including ESCO model; also, active work with a broad 
range of stakeholder groups is necessary.

The example of “energy and technology” indicator 
of the building renovation process at different scale is 
shown in Figure 2.

In the case of building renovation, the component 
scale includes single building renovation. The district 
scale may include grouped building renovation. 
According to Borodinecs et al (2013), the estimated 
savings can be about 10%, which is due to grouping 
development, compared to the component scale 
renovation. The city scale renovation can include the 
analysis of different building renovation scenarios and 
efficient energy planning for the city in future.

As mentioned above, the present-day cross-sector 
energy action is one of the main parts of Smart City. As 
a rule, a cross-sector action should have information 
and communication technologies. A good example of 
a cross-sector action is electric cars that support smart 
electricity grids. This solution gives an opportunity 
to significantly reduce power generation and network 
investment needs, while enabling customers to 
schedule charging intelligently (Morgan, 2012)

Fig. 1.
Evaluation of dimension and scale of energy actions

Fig. 2.
Example of building renovation process on “energy and 
technology” dimension
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Designing smart cities

Urban growth and social changes nowadays is a 
rapid process. Adapting to the challenges requires 
mechanisms for the efficient development of a smart 
city. The models of a smart city should include a lot 
of important components: social network, economics, 
community capacity, infrastructure, geographical 
location of urban ecosystem services, political will and 
history (Collier et al., 2013). The development process 
will be related to civil protection, risk assessment and 
the evaluation of the post-risk strategies. The plans 
should cover all city communications (heat, gas and 
water industrial and distribution systems, protection of 
the sources). The synergy between all the components 
guarantees the resilient evolution of intelligent and 
smart environment. Certainly, urban communities 
must be a central component or stakeholders in the 
evolution process. 

Conclusions

The development of a smart city is a complex 
process affected by a wide range of different factors. 
The most important parts are economic, political and 
social sectors and the engagement of a broad range 
of stakeholders, who should be dynamic, flexible and 
ready to change. 

Currently there are 3414 cities that have already 
developed a Sustainable Energy Action Plan. The 
overall aim of these plans is to reduce energy 
consumption, provide the smart use of resources and 
make the basic contribution to the advancement of the 
urban environment, climate and community health. 
Taking into account the modern requirements for 
the energy consumption and CO2 emissions in urban 
areas, standalone energy actions should be integrated 
at a cross-sector level. 

In order to insure urban resilience, all energy actions 
should be adequately addressed at all city dimensions 
and scales. Only the synergy in these areas guarantees 
the evolution of intelligent and smart environment.
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Kopsavilkums

Pēdējos gados viedu pilsētu attīstība un plānošana 
kļūst aizvien nozīmīgāka. Šobrīd tā jau ir neatņemamas  
esošās pilsētplānošanas, valsts drošības un enerģētikas 
politikas sastāvdaļa. Viens no svarīgākajiem 
dokumentiem, kurā ir definēti sasniedzamie mērķi, 
aprakstītas galvenās darbības un pasākumi, ir pilsētu 
Ilgtspējīgas enerģētikas rīcības plāns. Ņemot vērā 
mūsdienu pilsētu īpatnības, viedu pilsētu līmenī 
pastāvošās Ilgtspējīgas enerģētikas rīcības plāns ir 
jāuzlabo jeb jāpietuvina reālitātei. Tas ir nepieciešams, 
lai veicamās attīstības darbības būtu saskaņotas 
starpnozaru līmenī, kas nodrošinātu mūsdienu pilsētu 
un sabiedrības attīstības elastīgumu. Rakstā vērsta 
uzmanība uz jomām, kurām ir viennozīmīgi liela 
ietekme uz viedu pilsētu attīstību.
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Abstract

Nowadays, due to the limited amount of fossil fuels, it is impossible to 
achieve technological progress without improvements in energy efficiency. 
The energy-efficient technological solutions available today allow the 
economically reasonable use of energy resources. One of the most important 
aspects of energy- and eco-efficient solutions is compliance with environment 
protection regulations. Consequently, the main tasks for the energy industry 
are the reduction of energy consumption and increase in energy efficiency. 
In this light, energy utilities and district heating companies are increasingly 
applying new measures to improve energy efficiency at heat source and 
heating network.

Keywords: District heating system, energy efficiency, renewable energy 
sources, heat tariff, condensing economizer

Introduction

District heating (DH) systems make up a large part of the energy 
consumption in the energy sector of European Union Member States. Growth 
in urban populations increases the importance and role of DH systems even 
more.

In Latvia, DH systems play a significant role, supplying about 80% of 
users with heat energy. This is economically cost-effective from several 
aspects, since it makes it possible to achieve a higher effectiveness of the 
energy production. The overall efficiency of DH systems can be ensured by 
improving three elements: a heat source, heat networks and heat consumers.

Fig.1. 
District heating system scheme
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Energy efficiency improvements

Energy efficiency can be increase in all three 
DH elements in order to develop an innovative, 
economically feasible and environmentally friendly 
system. 

a) at heat source
Within the heat power source, it is of utmost 

importance to choose the economically and 
ecologically most appropriate energy resource – the 
fuel1. For instance, from all perspectives, it is most 
appropriate to have a complex DH system in Latvia [2]. 
Natural gas is available in the largest cities of Latvia,. 
It is an imported fossil fuel and it is economically 
justified to use it as a reserve fuel, for instance, during 
the maintenance of a wood chip boiler3,4.

There are two ways of increasing the effectiveness of 
a boiler house relying on wood chips as fuel:
1. To dry the wood chips before feeding them into 

the furnace5; 
2. The installation of a flue gas condenser behind 

the boiler system6. The deep cooling of flue gases 
implies that these gases are to be cooled below the 
dew point7,8. 

In order to raise the amount of heat derived from 
a gas condenser, it is necessary to reduce the DH 
system return water temperature9. This could be done 

by modelling − qualitatively and quantitatively − the 
operating conditions and control of the heat-supply 
system10, 11. 

 The efficiency of DH systems can be increased not 
only by optimising the operational parameters of 
existing systems but also by integrating new elements. 
One of innovative possibilities could be the installation 
of a high-temperature heat pump in the return water 
pipe system of a heating network. The integration of 
such heating plant in the heat supply system of the city 
of Ludza has been discussed12. 

Another way to improve the energy efficiency in a 
heat source is to develop cogeneration heating plants 
(CHP)13,14. The use of CHP instead of conventional 
plant will always improve energy efficiency and will 
reduce CO2 emissions significantly; in Latvia, there is 
a potential to replace some of the heat plants with co-
generation units.

b) at the heating network and heat consumer
If compared to individual heat supply systems, the 

main ‘weak point’ of the DHS is the losses of heat 
power during its transportation. Heat losses at the heat 
network can be reduced by thoroughly inspecting the 
technical condition of the heat network, by applying 
the qualitatively quantitative system of regulation, and 
by operating the DHS with as low temperature of the 
heat carrier as possible15.

Lowering the DH supply and return water 
temperature is one of the recently discussed solutions 
for securing cost-effective heating in energy efficient 
buildings [16]. The main advantages of such DH design 
in comparison with a standard DH are lower heat losses 
and more efficient use of renewable energy sources. 
In order to develop such a system, it is necessary to 
find the most cost-effective DH design and analyze 
the parameters that have the most impact on overall 
efficiency of the system. [16] 

Energy efficiency component in
heating tariff

The energy efficiency improvements in the DH 
system are reflected in the heat tariff17. The Latvian 
experience shows that the overall effectiveness of the 
DH system varies. Heat tariffs differ by more than 
two times in different heating companies. To reduce 

	   	  

Fig.3.
Changes in condenser capacity depending on the return water temperature and boiler capacity

Fig. 2.
Flue gas condenser in the Ludza Heating Plant 
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Fig.4.
Heat sales tariff depending on fuel rate in tariff [17]

the heating tariff it is necessary to implement energy 
effectiveness measures, as well as to replace expensive 
fossil fuels with the relatively cheaper domestic 
biomass (see. Fig. 4.).

The performed energy efficiency analysis17 shows that, 
on the whole, a half of Latvia’s heat supply companies 
have begun to address the issue of increasing their 
energy efficiency, but the remaining companies must 
draw on the experience of heat supply companies in 
Latvia and the European Union.

Conclusion

An efficient, cost-effective and environmentally 
friendly heat supply system that uses renewable energy 
resources is an essential part of energy systems in 
the future. Increasing the effectiveness is a complex 
problem that involves making generation of energy 
at the source more efficient, as well as decreasing heat 
transmission losses.

It is correct to plan in a long-term perspective – to 
maximally optimize the DH system so that the heat 
losses forming in the heat network and caused by 
the heat consumers would be as low as possible and 
the consumption of fuel at the heat source would be 
maximally reduced. This can be done by introducing 
energy efficiency improvements discussed in this 
article.
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Kopsavilkums

Centralizētās siltumapgādes sistēmas (CSS) Latvijā 
spēlē būtisku lomu, apgādājot ap 80% no visiem 
siltumenerģijas lietotājiem. Tas ir ekonomiski izdevīgi 
no vairākiem viedokļiem, jo ir iespējams nodrošināt 
augstāku enerģijas ražošanas efektivitāti, kaut arī 
jārēķinās ar siltuma zudumiem siltuma pārvades 
tīklos. Latvijas pieredze rāda, ka CSS kopējā efektivitāte 
ļoti atšķiras, kas attiecīgi atspoguļojas siltumenerģijas 
patērētāju tarifos. 

Energoefektīvas, atjaunojamos energoresursus 
izmantojošas, videi draudzīgas siltuma apgādes 
sistēmas ir nākotnes energosistēmu neatņemama 
sastāvdaļa. Sistēmu energoefektivitātes paaugstināšana 
ir kompleksa problēma, kura ietver gan racionālu 
enerģijas lietojumu patērētāja pusē, gan energoefektīvu 
enerģijas ražošanu avotā un pārvadi līdz patērētājam. 
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Abstract

Various previous research studies indicate a number of problems regarding 
the implementation of renewable energy and energy efficiency measures 
in local and regional energy systems. Such problems as higher installation 
costs of renewable energy technologies compared to conventional fossil 
fuels, difficulties to access funds, poor collaboration among administrative 
departments, lack of market incentives, social and health problems require 
the establishment of strategies for energy and energy-related environmental 
management. Energy planning is a process that helps to implement policies 
for energy conservation, improve the harmonization of energy management 
systems, promote the integration of energy saving and accelerate the 
broader use of renewable energy sources. This study discusses the role of 
energy planning in sustainable development of cities, provides a theoretical 
framework for continuous energy planning process and addresses some 
energy planning challenges and opportunities for small cities.

Keywords: energy planning, energy system, sustainable energy action 
plans

Introduction

Global warming is the increase in the average temperature of the 
atmosphere and sea waters. Ice and glacial melting, coast erosion and sea level 
rise are direct consequences of this increase. A scientific consensus links the 
rise of average temperatures to the increased concentrations of greenhouse 
gas emissions in the atmosphere. One of the main anthropogenic greenhouse 
gas emission sources is the energy sector1. In response to this problem, 
the European Union in the last decade has set important targets to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions in every sector of the economy. Important policies 
were developed in the energy sector, strongly promoting energy efficiency 
and renewable energy sources2.

The Latvian Renewable Energy Action Plan3 lists a number of measures that 
Latvia shall undertake for reaching its 2020 target, when 40% of final energy 
consumption should be covered by renewable energy resources. In 2009, this 
share was 35.5%, which is the second highest in the European Union after 
Sweden. However, the 40% target is ambitious and Latvia needs important 
and long-term energy policies targeting all sectors: energy, environment, 
transport and agriculture. A key factor would be regional as well as territorial 
planning, including detailed energy and integrated spatial planning. Energy 
planning plays an important role at different levels: at national, regional and 
local municipal or city level4. 

Energy Planning – an Integral Part of a 
Modern City Development Planning Process
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The role of energy planning in Latvia is 
underestimated. Energy sector planning is considered 
only as a descriptive part of general development 
plans. However, lately, thanks to the projects funded 
by the European Commission  and such initiatives as 
the Covenant of Mayors (CoM), more than 20 cities in 
Latvia have developed sustainable energy action plans 
(SEAPs) or some other comprehensive energy planning 
documents. These activities considerably increase the 
role of sustainable energy planning in the context of 
the modern city (municipality) development planning 
process.

The objective of this study is to discuss the role of 
energy planning in the framework of the sustainable 
development of cities, provide the theoretical 
framework for continuous energy planning process and 
discuss energy planning challenges and opportunities 
for small cities. 

Conclusions

An energy system consists of several parts: energy 
sources, energy transformation and generation, energy 
transmission and distribution, and energy end-use. 
The identification of suitable options for improving 
energy system in environmentally sound direction 
requires the analysis of both users of energy sources 
and energy end-users5. Nevertheless, energy end-
users are the most important part of the whole energy 
system. This is because sustainable energy planning 
process takes energy demand as a starting point and 
is consequently scaling and optimizing other parts of 
the energy system in accordance with energy demand.

The process of energy planning involves eight 
steps6:
•	 Formulation of the vision;
•	 Identification of driving forces;
•	 Setting the baseline;
•	 Creating scenarios for development;
•	 Formulation of the strategy;
•	 Formulation of the action plan;
•	 Monitoring and evaluation of the progress;
•	 Introduction of new information and changes to 

the planning process (adaptation).
The time frame of the energy planning process2 is 

given in Figure 1.

Vision is based on political setup; however it should 
reflect both – realistic opportunities and ambitions. 
In the vision, the long- and mid-term targets are 
formulated. Targets should be measurable and as 
specific as possible. The vision is usually developed by 
setting targets for the next 15-20 years. 

Alongside with the vision, one of the first tasks of 
the planning is to identify the main driving forces for 
energy system development. Some of the driving forces 
may be affected during the energy planning process, 
but some are working independently.

The setting of the baseline study is necessary in 
order to have a reference point for planning and 
process monitoring. When the baseline is set (i.e. when 
we understand where we are), the most important 
step of the energy planning process begins. It is the 
development of the strategy that would be both a 
strategic plan and strategic process. 

A strategy is expressed in the form of clear 

Fig. 1.
Time frame of the energy planning process 
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and realistic targets regarding energy resource 
management, energy generation and distribution, as 
well as energy use (end-user) that lead in the direction 
of sustainable development. The strategy is a mid-term 
(10-15) document with 4- to 5-year-long intermediate 
periods (action plans). In the strategy, targets are set; 
however, the detailed tools and measures that will be 
used to reach them are not discussed. The strategy 
determines the actors, organisations and individuals 
involved. as well as describes how the responsibility 
among them is shared.

An action plan gives the specific measures and 
actions that need to be fulfilled in order to reach the 
targets set in the strategy. The action plan is the basis 
for strategy implementation for the next 4 to 5 years. 
Each action has its objective, implementation time, 
budget and organisational aspects.

There is no doubt that many small municipalities in 
the European Union face serious difficulties in energy 
management and planning. One of the reasons is 
their lack of skills and resources. Meanwhile, medium 
and large cities have a higher responsibility due to 
higher density of human activities, mobility and more 
complicated issues of sustainable land use and planning. 
According to7, among municipalities, there are four 
main groups of actors involved in the cooperation: 
tutor municipalities that already have gained their 
experience in addressing sustainable energy issues in 
their municipalities; trainee municipalities that have 
little or no knowledge regarding energy planning, 
including energy efficiency, sustainable transport etc.; 
technical partners that can share their knowledge and 
experience with the municipalities; and conurbation 
municipalities, i.e. urban municipalities in the close 
proximity to the trainee and tutor municipalities that 
receive the benefits of the information exchange. 

In this process, several peer learning steps are 
performed: organisation of centralised training 
sessions and study tours; creation of twinning 
partnerships; and setting up of conurbation working 
groups. The main conclusions and lessons learnt from 
the cooperation activities are stating that: 

•	 There is great potential for municipalities to learn 
from each other, however clear indications should 
be created and given;

•	 Municipalities can identify their weak points and 
they should be also given possibilities to improve;

•	 Good technical material is essential;
•	 Centralised-local training approach is a good 

opportunity to share the knowledge. However, 
this works only if the right people (target group) 
is participating;

•	 Interactive discussions can improve results.
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Kopsavilkums 

Pētījumi rāda, ka atjaunojamo energoresursu un 
energoefektivitātes pasākumu integrēšana lokālās 
un reģionālās energosistēmās saistās ar vairākām 
problēmām, piemēram, augstas atjaunojamo 
energoresursu izmantošanas risinājumu izmaksas 
salīdzinot ar fosilo resursu tehnoloģijām, grūtības 
apgūt finansējumu, nepietiekama sadarbība starp 
iesaistītajām pusēm, atbalsta instrumentu trūkums, 
sociālās un veselības problēmas. Energoplānošana 
ir process, kas palīdz īstenot enerģijas patēriņa 
samazināšanas pasākumus, uzlabo energopārvaldības 
sistēmu saskaņotu darbību, veicina atjaunojamo 
energoresursu plašāku izmantošanu. Šajā pētījumā 
tiek apspriesta energoplānošanas loma pilsētu 
ilgtspējīgas attīstības nodrošināšanā, tiek dots ieskats 
energoplānošanas procesa organizatoriskajos aspektos 
un tiek apskatīti izaicinājumi un iespējas, ko nelielām 
pilsētām dod pieredzes apmaiņas un sadarbības 
veicināšana.
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Abstract

Energy efficiency in historic buildings is viewed as a taboo because these 
buildings usually are protected by law and no energy efficiency measures 
that would change the appearance of the building are allowed. In this paper 
we look at the potential of increasing energy efficiency in historic buildings. 
Measurements to determine energy efficiency of a historic brick building 
have been done, which gives the opportunity to determine the potential of 
energy efficiency measures in this building.

Keywords: Energy efficiency, historic heritage, historic buildings, 
innovative insulation materials.

I Introduction

It is hard to increase energy efficiency in historic brick buildings. These 
buildings usually are protected by law and no energy efficiency measures 
are allowed that change the appearance of the building1. The biggest energy 
savings in buildings can be achieved by insulating exterior walls and replacing 
windows. If the replacement of windows in historic buildings might be 
permitted, then external wall insulation is prohibited.

Since the low energy efficiency of historic brick buildings in Latvia is 
basically protected by law, there has practically been no research to determine 
the existing energy consumption of these buildings. Some research has been 
done to determine the level, potential and measures of energy efficiency in 
historic brick buildings outside Latvia 2, 3, 4, 5.

The research by the scientists of the Institute of Energy Systems and 
Environment was undertaken in order to understand the potential of energy 
efficiency in historic buildings. A small-sized building was chosen because 
this gave the opportunity to implement more energy efficiency measures 
with the available resources. This research was done as part of the Baltic Sea 
Region Programme 2007-2013 project “Co2ol Bricks”.

II Existing situation

The building is located in Riga, in the Spīķeri complex, the industrial 
aesthetics of which is included in the UNESCO World Heritage List. The 
building has an area of 56.3 m2. It is currently empty and is not being used, 
but previously the building housed WC facilities.
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and internal and solar heat gains for the building on Maskavas Street 8 
is 672 kWh/m2 per year (37.93 MWh per year) compared to the average 
building in Latvia of 150-180 kWh/m2. The smaller the building, the bigger 
the specific energy consumption because the specific area of the building 
envelope is bigger for smaller buildings. All these factors lead to very high 
consumption of energy for space heating9,10.

III Energy efficiency measures

Energy efficiency measures in the historic building on Maskavas Street 
8 open up various possibilities for the implementation of the renovation 
that presupposes placing different external wall insulation materials on 

Fig. 1.
Building on Maskavas Street 8, Riga: location and façade

Fig.2.
Damaged elements of the building envelope

Envelope Area, 
m2 

Heat 
transfer 

coefficient, 
W/m2K 

HT 
(UA), 
W/K 

MWh/year 

External walls 129.13 1.48 191.1 16.76 
Roof 80.12 1.00 80.12 7.03 
Windows 16.20 2.80 45.36 3.98 
Floor to the 
bottom 80.12 0.80 64.09 5.62 
Total   380.75 33.39 

 Table I

Building envelope

Building envelope

The exterior walls of the building 
are made of painted silicate bricks 
with a thickness of 51 cm and an 
area of 129.13 m2. The building has 
been uninhabited for several years 
and its construction is significantly 
affected by weather and human 
factors.

The lower parts of the rain 
gutters are missing; because of this 
water is discharged at the height 
of 160-220 cm above ground level, 
not at 20-40 cm as recommended. 
One of the windows is covered 
with an inadequately fixed sheet of 
plywood. Damage can be observed 
up to a height of 2 m on the union 
joint. The upper and lower legs 
of the gutter are missing, which 
results in moisture condensing 
on the wall. At the bottom of the 
picture, moisture damage to the 
foundation of the building may be 
observed; on the right-hand side of 
the picture – a part of the joint has 
fallen out.

Estimated building energy 
consumption

Since the building has not been 
used over the last few years, no 
measured energy consumption 
data is available. Therefore, 
calculations were done to 
determine the space heating energy 
consumption in the building. 
Calculations were done according 
to the Cabinet of Ministers 
Regulation Nr. 39 “Method for 
calculating energy performance of 
buildings” 6. This method is based 
on the ISO standard 13790:2008 
“Energy performance of buildings 
– Calculation of energy use for 
space heating and cooling” 7.

The building does not have a 
mechanical ventilation system, so 
it has a natural ventilation system 
with air flow through the building 
envelope. The air exchange in 
the building was set based on the 
type of the windows, and it was 
assumed as 0.5 h-1 during the 
heating period.

The calculated energy 
consumption for space heating that 
includes heat conduction losses, 
heat losses through ventilation 
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the inside surface of the walls. 
Insulating materials suitable for exterior wall 

insulation from the inside are suggested in Table III.
It was decided that aerogel, Vacuum insulation 

panels (VIP) and PIR (polyisocyanurate) insulation 
will be used for insulating the walls of the building. 
Except wall insulation from the inside, there are 
many energy efficiency measures that are going to be 
implemented in the building, including:
•	 Internal wall insulation using 50 mm aerogel, 100 

mm and 50 mm PIR insulation and 50 mm VIP;
•	 Roof insulation with 300 mm PIR;
•	 Ground floor insulation with 200 mm PIR;
•	 Triple-glazed windows with integrated internal 

shading (U=0.8 W/m2K);
•	 Triple-glazed doors (U=1.05 W/m2K);
•	 LED lighting system;
•	 Self-cleaning façade paint Lotusan for easier 

maintenance of the building;
•	 Heat pump for space heating;
•	 Mechanical ventilation with heat recovery.

Renovation of the building envelope

If insulation is to be installed on the inside, the 
reinforcement and waterproofing of the foundation, 
exterior wall and roof damage prevention come as 
mandatory measures. Figure 3 shows the renovation of 
the building envelope.

The foundation was dug out around the perimeter of 
the building, which was followed by pouring concrete 
and a final phase - waterproofing. Figure 3 also shows 
that the red paint is removed from the façade by 
sandblasting. The old roof was completely removed 
and a new roof was installed.

Internal wall insulation 

To insulate the walls from the inside three kinds of 
insulation materials were used: 
•	 Polyisocyanurate (10 cm, in some places 5 cm); 
•	 Vacuum insulation panels (5 cm); 
•	 Aerorgel soft plates (5 cm). 
 These materials have lower heat conductivity than 
regular heat insulation (rock wool or polystyrene). This 
was done to achieve the needed U-value of the walls 
by using smaller thickness of heat insulation. Several 
materials were used to see the effects of these materials 
on the walls (temperature distribution and heat flux 
density measurements).

 Figure 4 shows the used heat insulation materials.
 Heat conductivity of polyisocyanurate is 0.023 W/

mK, aerogel mat has heat conductivity of 0.015 W/mK 
and vacuum insulation panels (VIP) have even lower 
heat conductivity of only 0.007 W/mK, which is five 
times lower than that of the mineral wool 11,12.

One layer of polyisocyanurate panels and two panels 
of VIP, each 2.5 cm thick, were used. Temperature 
sensors were installed between them. The sensors were 
installed between the brick wall and the first VIP, as 
well as between the insulation and wallboard. Five 

layers of aerogel mat were placed on the wall, each 1 
cm thick. 

Calculations show that, after installing heat 
insulation and depending on the type of heat insulation 
used, wall heat transfer coefficient decreases from 1.48 
W/m2K to 0.3 and even 0.1 W/m2K.

 To protect the thermal insulation material and brick 
wall from moisture that may penetrate vapor barrier 
across the inner perimeter, a wall was erected. The 
vapor barrier installation process is shown in Figure 5.

Ground floor and roof insulation

 The first layer of the floor was made   of 
crushed stone, followed by a concrete layer. Then 
a waterproofing membrane was installed and 
reinforcement works performed, which was followed 
by concrete slab flooring. 20-cm-thick thermal 
polyisocyanurate insulation and compensation 
layer were set up.  Floor heat transfer coefficient was 
reduced to 0.1 W/m2K. A cold roof insulation method 
was used for the renovation of the building, creating 
a 30-cm-thick layer of polyisocyanurate. After the 
reconstruction, ceiling heat transfer coefficient was 
reduced from 1 W/m2K to 0.07 W/m2K. Vapor barrier 
was installed for the thermal insulation. 

Windows and doors

The old wooden windows were replaced with new 
PVC frames and three panes of glass. Energy-efficient 
windows with built-in blinds and doors were chosen for 
the renovation of the building. Triple-glazed windows 
with a heat transfer coefficient of 0.8 W/m2K and PVC 
glass doors with U-value of 1.05 W/m2K were installed. 

Mechanical ventilation and heating

In a small technical room, the air handling unit 
(AHU) with heat recovery, which is provided by 
a rotating heat exchanger, was installed. Since the 
space heating is provided by air heat pump, a low-
temperature floor heating system was installed. 

Exterior paint

After foundation repairs of the building, façade was 
painted with Lotusan paint (see Figure 5). The Lotusan 
paint creates a structure similar to the hydrophobic 
surface structure of lotus leaf. This ensures self-
cleaning properties of the painted surface.

IV Measurements

Heat flux in the brick walls was measured and 
heat transfer coefficient was calculated. Before the 
installation of the heat flow density measuring 
equipment, the selected sites were surveyed with 
the help of a thermal camera, to make sure that the 
measurement point does not contain thermal damage, 
which could reduce the accuracy of measurements.
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All measurements of heat flow 
and calculations for determining 
heat transfer coefficient of the 
walls were done according to 
the ISO standard 9869:1994 
“Thermal insulation – Building 
elements – In-situ measurement 
of thermal resistance and thermal 
transmittance” 8. Figure 7 displays 
instantaneous heat transfer 
coefficients of the walls of the 
building on Maskavas Street 8. The 
figure shows the U-values before 
and after installing heat insulation. 

The average heat transfer 
coefficient was calculated to be 1.48 
W/m2K for an uninsulated wall 
and 0.27 W/m2K for an insulated 
wall. Temperature distribution 
measurements were done for the 
walls insulated with aerogel mat 
and Vacuum insulated panels. The 
results of the first measurements 
can be seen in Figure 8 and 9.

The measurements of the heat 
transfer in the renovated elements 
of the building envelope are 
still ongoing. Also, the energy 
performance achieved still cannot 
be determined. This will become 
possible after the data from one 
full year of measurements will be 
available 13.

V Kopsavilkums

Vēsturisko ēku renovācija notiek 
ļoti lēni, jo pastāv uzskats, ka šajās 
ēkas nav iespējams paaugstināt 
to energoefektivitātes līmeni, 
nepazeminot to kultūrvēsturisko 
vērtību. Veicot izpēti projekta 
Co2olBricks projekta ietvaros, 
tika veikta vēsturiskas ēkas 
renovācija. Šī ēkas renovācijas 
pilotprojekta mērķis ir parādīt, 
ka arī vēsturiskās ēkās ir 
iespējams ievērojami samazināt 
enerģijas patēriņu, nesamazinot 
šo ēku kultūrvēsturisko vērtību. 
Pilotprojekta laikā tika izmantoti 
inovatīvi materiāli, kas ļāva 
veikt ēkas sienu siltināšanu no 
iekšpuses. Inovatīvo materiālu 
izmantošana arī ļāva izvairīties no 
liela apkurināmās telpas platības 
zuduma sienu siltināšanas no 
iekšpuses dēļ. Pirmie mērījumu 
rezultāti parāda, ka, siltinot 

Fig.3.
Reinforcement of the building foundation (a) and replacement of the roof (b)

Fig.4.
Walls were insulated with Vacuum insulated panels (a), polyisocyanurate panels (b) 
and aerogel mat (c)

Fig.5.
Vapor barrier installation

Fig.5.
Painting of the façade

a b

a

a

b

b

c

Fig.6.
Heat flux  measurements before (a) and after (b) the renovation of the building on 
Maskavas Street 8

Fig. 7.
U values of uninsulated walls before the renovation of the building and insulated 
walls with a 50-mm-thick aerogel mat after the renovation of the building

a b
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ēkas ārsienas ar inovatīviem materiāliem, iespējams samazināt siltuma 
vadīšanas zudumus no sienām par vairāk kā 80%. Lai noteiktu šīs renovētās 
ēkas enerģijas patēriņu, mērījumi pilotprojekta ēkā tiek turpināti. Šāda 
veida projektu īstenošana samazina sabiedrībā pastāvošos aizspriedumus 
par kultūrvēsturisko ēku neiespējamo renovāciju un energoefektivitātes 
paaugstināšanu.
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Temperature distribution in the wall insulated with aerogel mat
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Temperature distribution in the wall insulated with Vacuum insulated panels
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ABSTRACT

This paper considers an approach to the solution of some problems of 
medium- and long-term development of an urban power supply system 
when the information is incomplete and uncertain. To create a technically 
reliable and economically effective urban power supply system, it is necessary 
to exploit the general principles for network creation, which would make 
it possible to form a rational supply system capable of expansions without 
cardinal changes in the future, to decide on rational distribution of future 
transformer substations (TS) and power supply sources, as well as to establish 
a sequence of the construction of new system elements. A safe, flexible and 
economical scheme is required in order to ensure continuous power supply 
to the consumers. 

Keywords: supply system, forecasting, geometrical modelling, 
development

INTRODUCTION

Electric networks of large cities form a part of the state power system that 
is developing continuously along with the power supply system as a whole. 
The development of an urban power supply system should be spent in a 
complex and in coordination for networks 330-110 кV and 20-10 kV. It has to 
be systematic, technically and economically substantiated. In order to create 
a more reliable and efficient power supply system, it is necessary to formulate 
general planning and construction principles 1, 2, 3.

The strategy of the development of an urban power supply system shall 
include medium- and long-term planning. However, a detailed study of 
projects is often absent and the initial information to ensure such planning is 
not available in the right quantity. This means that the development tasks are 
solved with the initial information being incomplete and uncertain.

The paper discusses some common principles for the formation of an urban 
power supply system, for the selection of optimum parameters and a rational 
approach to the development of Riga networks at early design stages when the 
data is incomplete and uncertain.

PRINCIPLES OF RATIONAL CONSTRUCTION AND 
DEVELOPMENT OF URBAN POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM
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To assess the future increase in load, the load 
forecasting until 2020 is fulfilled for Riga (the largest 
city in Latvia), in accordance with real city load from 
2000 to 2012 and the economic situation in the state 3. 
The forecasts for various scenarios of load growth (3%, 
2%, 1.5% per year) were executed and are presented in 
Fig.1. 3.

The total aggregate electric load of the city for any 
year can be acquired as 4:

where STS,I,, PTS,i are full and active loads of the i–th 
110 kV substation in the given year, MVA; k0,TS  is a 
factor of simultaneity of the maximum load of TS, 
depending on their number; nTS is the number of 110 
kV TS located in the city; cos φ is network power factor.

In accordance with the principle of system approach, 
the subsystems should be viewed as a single object, 
which should be developed in a continuous manner 
according to uniform principles. This principle has 
been implemented in the comprehensive formation 
of different voltage networks, since similar modelling 
approach for all subsystems was adopted.

The selected model of the substation service area 
should be applicable and practical for any voltage 
transformer substation (TS) and any form of a built-up 
area. Hexagonal form has been accepted as the most 
convenient shape of geometric model for TS service 
area, which is capable of covering virtually any form 

of a built-up area 4. 
The service area of transformer substation ПTS,i 

and its radius Ri, the theoretically minimum distance 
between the neighboring substations Ai can be 
determined by specific correlations between the basic 
geometrical sizes of the models - templates in Fig. 3 
and the main technical parameters of transformers or 
networks:

where Ri is the radius of the circle described around the 
hexagon, also the side of a hexagon or service radius, 
km; ni is the number of transformers in substation; 
βi is the load factor of the transformer in the i-th 
substation; Sr,i is the rated power of i-th transformer 
substation, MVA; σi is load density in TS service area, 
MVA/km2; Ai is the theoretically minimum distance 
between the neighboring substations, km.

As an example, Figure 4 shows the service areas 
ПTS,i of 110/20-10 kV and 20-10/0.4 kV transformer 
substations in graphic form. 

The territory of the city can be divided into 
service areas of TS by different levels of voltage. The 
section points in 10-20 kV networks are 110/20-10 

Fig.1.
The electrical load forecast for Riga from 2010 to 2020

LOAD FORECASTING AND MODELLING THE 
ELEMENTS OF A POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM 

1

2

3
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kV substations borders of existing service areas. The 
existing service areas of TS have wrong complex 
geometric shapes and different areas depending on 
load density in these service areas. Such complex 
geometric shapes are not amenable to analyze the 
change of service areas with the increase or decrease in 
load density. It leads to the lack of unified approach to 
the formation of a network.

To create a unified approach to the formation of 
service areas and open up a possibility for the analysis 
of its size at the change of load density, the modelling 
of TS service areas is executed. The service areas ПTS,i 
of TS is modelled by regular hexagons 2. On the basis 
of the model-hexagon, the templates of the same form 
are developed for the division of the city territory into 
service areas. The adopted model-template provides an 
opportunity to simulate the service areas of substations 
at all levels of the UPSS hierarchy.

According to the accepted geometrical model, 
the existing service areas of TS are replaced by the 
idealized equivalent of service areas in the form of a 
hexagon (see Fig. 5). 

When the load density varies, radii of TS service 
area will also automatically change. For example, if 
load density increases, the service area will shrink. 
Consequently, some free space appears for new 
substations. Therefore, load redistribution should 
be carried between the existing and perspective 
substations. After the definition of TS locations, the 
option of inclusion of each future TS in 110 kV network 
has to be chosen.

Graphics software AutoCad was used for the 
realization of 110 kV TS location in the Masterplan of 
the city 5.

The proposed methodology has been approved 
and put into practice for the development of Riga’s 

Fig. 4.
The permissible service area on the load density for two-
transformer substations: a) 110/20-10 kV, b) 20-10/0.4 kV

Fig. 2.
Hierarchical structures of the  power supply system in Riga 

Fig. 3.
The ideal model of service areas for330/110 kV, 110/20-10 kV 
and 20-10/0.4 kV transformer substations

Fig. 5.
The division of equivalent service areas in the Masterplan of 
the city for existing (continuous hexagons) and future (dotted 
hexagons) transformer substations 
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prospective 110 kV network for the time-period until 
2020 within the framework of two contracts between 
the Riga Technical University and JSC Latvenergo: No. 
L7280 in 2007 and  No. L7310 in 2008. 

CONCLUSION

System approach to the formation of an urban 
power supply system is based on the principles of 
system integrity, unity and developability. Modelling 
principle, based on hexagonal geometrical templates 
and mathematical correlations between network 
parameters, was applied for all the hierarchical levels 
of the power supply system. The approach to the 
distribution of TS on the City Development Masterplan 
using the geometrical templates of service areas was 
proposed, for which graphic software AutoCAD was 
used. 

The developed method makes it possible to get a 
rational decision at the development of UPSS in the 
early stages when the information is incomplete and 
uncertain.
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KOPSAVILKUMS

Lielpilsētu elektriskie tīkli ir valsts energosistēmas 
sastāvdaļa un kopā ar energosistēmu atrodas 
nepārtrauktas attīstības stāvoklī. Reālas sistēmas 
elementi sastāda vienotu veselumu, tāpēc, lai uzbūvētu 
racionālu sistēmu, jāatrod tādas attiecības starp 
atsevišķām sistēmas daļām, kas nodrošinātu summāro 
tehniski ekonomisko rādītāju lielāko iespējamo 
izdevīgumu. Liela loma elektrotīkla loģiskā, racionālā 
un konsekventā izveidē pieder elektrotīkla shēmas 
koncepcijas un attīstības pamatprincipu izstrādei.

Lai izveidotu drošāku un ekonomiskāku 

elektroapgādes sistēmu, jānosaka tādi vispārējie tīklu 
veidošanas un uzbūves principi, kas ļautu nākotnē 
paplašināt tīklu bez kardinālām izmaiņām. Pilsētas 
elektroapgādes sistēmas attīstībai ir jābūt kompleksai, 
saskaņojot atbilstoši savā starpā 330-110 kV un 20-
10-0,4 kV tīklus. Piedavāta vienotā pieeja dažāda 
sprieguma tīklu modelēšanai, noteiktas sakarības starp 
bāzes ģeometrisko nodeļu un TS vai tīklu galveniem 
tehniskajiem parametriem. Piedavāta un realizēta 
transformatoru apakšstaciju racionālā izvietojuma 
pilsētas ģenerālplānā grafiska metode. 
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